Welcome to Gotrovo Treasure Hunt Game - Languages Edition! With Gotrovo, you and your child can enjoy hunting
for treasure. You can also learn lots of everyday words in a range of languages - English, Spanish, French, German
and Italian.
Post your Gotrovo photos on our Facebook page or on Instagram (GotrovoTreasure) using #Gotrovo and you could
win prizes in our monthly competition.
Objective: Players follow a trail of clues to reach the golden treasure bar at the end. All clues are shown as a picture
and the English word (front of cards) and the Spanish, French, German and Italian words including pronunciation
(reverse). When players find a clue card, they attach it to the treasure map using the adhesive dot. They can also
collect gold coins in the red loot bag. The game ends when the players find the golden treasure bar at the end of the
trail.
Whilst playing teach your child everyday words in a new language. When they find a clue card, get them to repeat
the word shown on the clue card, in your chosen language, two or three times, before moving on to the next part of
the trail. If you wish to track your child's learning progress with a 'Learning Language Reward Chart' you can
download and print one at gotrovotreasurehunt.com
Set-up: Before playing for the first time, stick the 20 soft adhesive dots from the larger sheet to both sides of the
treasure map at points 1-10 (the points are marked with an [symbol:O]). Stick the adhesive dots from the small
sheets, within the Languages Clue Card Set, to the back of the 70 clue cards.
Laying a treasure trail:
1. Choose the cards you wish to use for the trail. (You will need 10 cards for a long treasure hunt; 6 for a short
treasure hunt).
2. Select one of these cards to be your first "location". (e.g. BED) Attach this card to point number 1 on the map.
3. Walk to your first "location" (e.g. BED). Hide the SECOND clue card (e.g. TABLE) in this location. You can also hide a
gold coin for the children to collect.
4. Walk to you next "location" (e.g. TABLE). Hide the THIRD clue card and a gold coin here.
5. Repeat these steps until you have hidden all the clue cards/coins.
6. Walk to the final "location" and hide the golden treasure bar. You can add an additional treat (e.g. a toy or a
sweet) inside the golden bar.
Begin the game:
Give the treasure map with the attached clue card to the players, and off they go!
Remember: if you want your child to learn a new language, ask them to repeat any new words 2-3 times before they
move on. If you are playing in a new language, we'd recommend you use the same clue cards for several hunts to
reinforce the learning, before introducing new words.

